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Academic research at the 
University of Maryland 
(UMD) is fast-paced, innova-
tive, and focuses on new and 
original ideas and challenges.  
However, the expected role 
of a university laboratory, 
which has been historically 
viewed as solely a creator of 
new knowledge or method-
ologies, is now encompassing 
technology demonstration, 
technology transfer and tech-
nology commercialization. 

 This issue of AeroContact 
focuses on some of the outstanding examples of how our faculty, 
students and alumni have catalyzed and realized milestones in 
innovation and entrepreneurship. Although the archival journal 
paper still remains the focus of faculty productivity, shepherding 
new technology into demonstrations and commercial products is 
becoming a key feature of an academic researcher’s portfolio. 

The Boeing X-51A Waverider flight test demonstrates how 
government, industry and academia can work together to achieve 
truly amazing results. The best part of the X-51A story is how 
UMD faculty and alumni played key leadership roles in this suc-
cessful flight test. Tauros Engineering is a faculty start-up led by 
Professor Alison Flatau, and it is a direct descendant of research 
funding from the Office of Naval Research. Tauros Engineering 
seeks to commercialize GalFeNOL whisker sensors that can be 
used to improve the detection of scouring in bridge columns built 
under flowing water. This issue of AeroContact highlights the key 
role academic research can play in innovation and entrepreneurship 
and how these activities can benefit and better society. 

The Department. of Aerospace Engineering continues to grow 
and prosper, and I am pleased to welcome two new professors to 
our ranks this fall. 

Dr. Elaine Oran joined the Department of Aerospace Engineering 
as a Glenn L. Martin Institute Professor of Engineering. Dr. Oran 
worked at the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory for over three decades, 
culminating in her leadership role as Senior Scientist for Reactive 
Flow Physics. Dr. Oran is an Honorary Fellow of AIAA and a mem-
ber of the National Academy of Engineering. Dr. Oran’s research 
focuses on chemically reactive flows, turbulence, shocks and shock 
interactions, rarefied gases, and microfluidics, with applications to 
combustion, propulsion, and astrophysical explosions. Dr. Oran holds 
a Ph.D. in Engineering and Applied Science from Yale University.

Dr. Stuart Laurence joined the department as an Assistant 
Professor. Since 2009, Dr. Laurence has worked at the German 
Aerospace Center in Goettingen’s Institute of Aerodynamics 
and Flow Technology. His research focuses on hypersonic aero-
dynamics and aerothermodynamics, supersonic combustion 
and propulsion, boundary-layer transition, naturally occurring 
hypersonic flows, and experimental techniques. Dr. Laurence 
holds a Ph.D. (2006) in Aeronautics from CalTech and a B.S. 
(2001) in Applied Mathematics, Physics, and Philosophy from 
the University of Auckland in New Zealand  

Please welcome Drs. Oran and Laurence to the Aerospace 
Engineering family, and watch for new faculty profiles in our 
next issue of AeroContact. 

Please enjoy this issue of AeroContact, and if you have any 
news to share, please send me an email!

Norman M. Wereley
Minta Martin Professor and Chair
Department of Aerospace Engineering 
wereley@umd.edu

NormaN wereley

Chairman’s Corner

Congratulations to our 2013 Graduates!
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On May 1, 2013, the final flight of the 
X-51A Waverider test program achieved 
a breakthrough by achieving sustained, 
hypersonic flight using air-breathing, high-
speed scramjet propulsion. The fourth 
and final test vehicle launched during the 
program reached a speed of Mach 5.1, trav-
eling more than 230 nautical miles in just 
over six minutes.

University of Maryland Department 
of Aerospace Engineering Professor Mark 
J. Lewis and Charles Brink, B.S. ’84, and 
Kevin G. Bowcutt B.S. ’82; M.S., ’84; Ph.D. 
’86, have been principal contributors in the 
X-51A’s 10-year program.

Lewis, who also directs the Institute 
for Defense Analysis’ (IDA) Science and 
Technology Policy Institute, has been a key 
leader on the program, serving as the chief 
scientist of the U.S. Air Force (USAF) for 
the X-51A program from 2004 until 2008. 

X-51A Waverider Achieves  
Hypersonic Breakthrough

covErSTORY
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During that time, Lewis expanded research 
support and focused efforts on high-speed 
flight, sustainment, launch vehicle tech-
nologies and operational space. His four-
year tenure with the USAF makes him the 
longest-serving chief scientist in its history.

Brink and Bowcutt, both Department 
of Aerospace Engineering Academy of 
Distinguished Alumni inductees, have 
been involved with the X-51A project since 
its inception.

Brink serves as the X-51A’s program 
manager for the Air Force Research 
Laboratory Aerospace Systems Directorate. 
He has been leading the $300 million effort 
through Preliminary and Critical Design 
Reviews and has coordinated the efforts of 
the Boeing/Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne 
X-51 Consortium with the Air Force Flight 
Test Center, Naval Air Warfare Center and 
NASA for all test flights.

In the May 3, 2013, issue of Air Force Print 
News Today, Brink stated the project, “was 
a full mission success” and that the “X-51A 
Waverider will serve as a bedrock for future 
hypersonic research and ultimately the prac-
tical application of hypersonic flight.”

Bowcutt, a Boeing Senior Technical 
Fellow and chief scientist of hypersonics 
for The Boeing Company, has served as a 
primary designer for the X-51A program. 
He is a recognized expert in hypersonic 
aerodynamics, propulsion integration, and 
vehicle design and optimization.

Due to challenges of heat and pressure 
at Mach 5, conventional turbine engines 
are impractical at hypersonic speeds. The 
X-51A uses a supersonic combustion ram-
jet, or scramjet, engine that is unique in its 
use of hydrocarbon fuel. Using no moving 
parts, the Waverider injects hydrocarbon 
fuel into the combustion chamber where it 
mixes with oxygen pulled from the atmo-
sphere to create combustion, not unlike 
trying to light a match in a hurricane. The 
X-51A was dubbed Waverider because it 
was designed to ride its own shockwave.

The X-51A program started in 2004 
as a collaborative effort of the Air Force 
Research Laboratory and the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA) with industry partners. The 

Boeing Company and Pratt & Whitney 
Rocketdyne. The program set out to 
prove the viability of air-breathing, high-
speed scramjet propulsion for hypersonic 
f light and provides foundational knowl-
edge that could be used for advancing 
technologies for future access to space 
and long-range weapons.

While the program does not currently 
have a successor, in a statement made on 
May 3, 2013, in an American Institute 
of Aeronautics and Astronautics press 
release, Lewis said, “The X-51 program has 
advanced our knowledge and understand-
ing of nearly every aspect of high-Mach 
vehicles, from fundamental understanding 
of materials, aerodynamics and combustion, 
to the practical aspects of vehicle design, 
and has been a marvel of interagency-
industry cooperation. Hopefully our nation 
will have the wisdom to build on this avia-
tion milestone and continue the quest for 
operational hypersonic flight.”

above: X-51a’s fourth flight on the wing of the B-52. Below: launch sequence of the X-51a; release from B-52, 
boost, separation and scramjet ignition.
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innovation&ENTREPRENEURSHIP

university of maryland’s tauros engineering 

was formed in early 2013 to commercialize 

bridge scour sensing technology developed 

by university of maryland associate dean 

of research and aerospace engineering 

professor alison flatau in partnership with 

michigan technological university professor 

andrew swartz. 

scour is the erosion of earth, rocks and 

sediment, typically due to swiftly moving 

water, around the structure of a bridge that 

compromises its integrity. with 57 percent of 

bridge failures attributed to hydraulic forces, 

scour is a leading cause of failure. the poor 

state of u.s. infrastructure has received national 

attention, and since 25 percent of bridges in 

this country are either structurally deficient or 

functionally obsolete, the need to monitor for 

potentially damaging conditions is critical. most 

of the 610,000 bridges in the u.s. are at risk of 

scour, and 23,000 bridges are currently listed 

as “scour critical.” this means that in any given 

year, scour will occur and repairs will need to 

be made. in some cases, bridges will need to 

be completely replaced. 

detecting scour is one of the most chal-

lenging bridge monitoring tasks since the 

environment underneath a bridge is often 

difficult to access and assess. many bridges 

require constant and extremely costly repairs 

because scour is often not detected early 

enough. tauros engineering’s technology is a 

sensor designed specifically for early detec-

tion of the onset of scour. very few monitor-

ing options are currently available and tauros’ 

scour sensing technology presents a one-of-

a-kind solution that provides robust, accurate 

and continuous 24/7 monitoring. 

this new sensor technology relies on bio-

logically inspired magnetostrictive ‘whisker’ 

sensors that are attached to a post and can 

detect changing flows. when the post is 

buried in the soil under a target bridge, the 

whiskers can detect when water flows past 

them and scour may be occurring. the scour 

detection sensors then trigger an alert to 

bridge owners that makes them aware of the 

potential hazard.  

since bridge scour is a major issue affect-

ing most u.s. bridges, this sensing technol-

ogy has tremendous commercial potential. 

the primary markets for this technology 

include state departments of transportation 

that oversee bridge infrastructure. 

this year, tauros engineering will be imple-

menting a prototype at four sites in maryland. 

two sites in michigan are slated for next year, 

and iowa’s department of transportation has 

also expressed an interest in implementing 

a prototype. in addition to identifying busi-

ness opportunities, tauros engineering is also 

developing installation protocols and evaluat-

ing the operational practicalities of commer-

cializing the technology. 

the tauros team includes:

• alison flatau, Cto and university of 

maryland associate dean of research 

and aerospace engineering professor

• adrian ross, Ceo and mBa candidate 

at harvard Business school

• tyler flatau, vp of operations and 

university of maryland undergraduate 

student 

Tauros Engineering Team Creates 
Revolutionary Bridge Scour Technology
Innovative Design Sparks Major Commercial Potential

the tauros team assists UmD graduate students in 
testing a bridge near annapolis, mD. 
Pictured in foreground (left to right): tyler Flatau 
(B.S., ’15), adrian ross (harvard m.B.a, ’14)
Pictured in background (left to right): aerospace 
engineering Graduate Student Steven Day (in water); 
visiting scholar Koji vanage and graduate student 
vera Klimchenko, B.S. ’13, aersopace engineering.

tauros engineering was selected as a winner 

in harvard Business school’s 17th annual new 

venture Competition (nvC). the tauros team 

includes alison flatau, professor of aerospace 

engineering and associate dean for research 

at the Clark school; tyler flatau, B.s. ’15, 

letters and sciences; and harvard Business 

school m.B.a. candidate adrian ross.

the nvC recognizes innovations for 

business and society and awards top finalists in two tracks: busi-

ness and social enterprise. tauros won not only the $50,000 first 

prize in the student business track, but also received the $2,000 

crowd favorite award.

Co-funded by the maryland industrial partnership (mips) pro-

gram, tauros focuses on developing better technology for the 

detection and monitoring of bridge scour caused by hydraulic 

forces, erosion and deposition processes. the team already has 

identified customer demand for their product.

winners were announced april 30 at the grand finale that took 

place in harvard Business school’s Burden auditorium, which was 

attended by judges, investors, entrepreneurs and prominent alumni. 

for more information, visit: www.hbs.edu/entrepreneurship/ 

new-venture-competition/overview.html. 

other awards and recognition include:

• finalist in the massChallenge program and participating in  

the accelerator

• finalist in the um business model challenge

• partnering with um on mips, mii, and nsf i-Corps awards

tauros engineering team gains recognition

alison Flatau
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aerospace engineering assistant research 

scientist moble Benedict captured the 

grand prize in the lockheed martin 2012 

innovate the future Challenge for his novel 

wind turbine idea. Benedict’s winning entry, 

“revolutionary vertical axis micro wind 

turbine with dynamic Blade pitching for 

urban environments,” details an efficient 

small-scale (diameter and height of two 

meters and one- to two-kilowatt range), 

stand-alone, compact, variable-pitch, vertical 

axis cycloidal wind turbine design. key advan-

tages that Benedict demonstrated include 

an ability to self start at speeds as low as 3.3 

miles per hour (1.5 meters per second), an 

ability to capture energy regardless of fluc-

tuations in wind direction, and high efficiency 

even at low tip speed (ratio of tip speed to 

wind speed). 

the wind turbine design is the result of 

eight years of intensive research in cycloidal-

rotor design, development and testing led 

by Benedict in the alfred gessow rotorcraft 

Center. his extensive research program of wind 

tunnel testing and simulations via computa-

tional fluid dynamics clearly shows the poten-

tial of this cycloidal wind turbine to maximize 

energy capture at low-wind speeds. the con-

cept could be applied to small rooftop farms 

of micro wind turbines that provide efficient 

wind power generation in urban environments, 

where energy needs are very high and wind 

conditions are extremely unpredictable.

the innovate the future Challenge, held 

by lockheed martin as part of its centennial 

celebration, encourages and nurtures innova-

tive global technologies that can lead to a 

secure future for the planet. ray Johnson, 

chief technology officer for lockheed martin, 

noted, “ideas may help solve important global 

challenges, encourage the next generation of 

researchers and make our communities better 

places to live and work.”  

Benedict received a $25,000 cash prize, as 

well as technology incubation services pro-

vided by the maryland technology enterprise 

institute (mtech). his entry was one of 15 

finalists selected from more than 500 entries 

submitted to lockheed martin. finalists pre-

sented their concepts to an executive review 

board, which selected the winner based on 

potential impact of the innovation, its cre-

ativity and the quality of the presentation.

Moble Benedict Wins Innovate the Future Challenge 
moble Benedict is pictured with his clean-energy 
wind turbine.

since spring 2011, the space power and propulsion lab (sppl), 

under the direction of professor raymond sedwick, has been lead-

ing the development of a flight experiment that was launched to the 

international space station (iss) in late summer 2013. the flight pro-

gram, known as “rings: the resonant inductive near-field generation 

system,” is a joint darpa/nasa (defense advanced research 

projects agency/national aeronautics and space administration) 

-funded program to demonstrate and mature two technologies that 

could help future space missions employ formations of multiple 

spacecraft. the rings project is a collaborative effort between the 

university, aurora flight sciences (afs), and the massachusetts 

institute of technology (mit).

electromagnetic formation flight (emff) is a propellantless propul-

sion technology that uses locally generated magnetic fields to gener-

ate forces and torques between vehicles. when coupled with reaction 

wheels or control moment gyros, emff can offer full controllability 

of the relative degrees of freedom within a spacecraft cluster without 

expending any propellant. removing reliance on propellant as a life- 

limiting resource would allow operation for a much longer period of 

time and could potentially increase the science return of the project.

the second technology demonstrated is a form of wireless power 

transfer referred to as resonant inductive coupling (riC). this approach, 

first demonstrated by nikola tesla at the turn of the 20th century, is a 

non-radiative and largely non-directional power transfer approach that 

could power a fleet of small spacecraft using power transferred from 

one or more larger “powersats.” this technology is also being devel-

oped for use in recharging personal electronics. one of the goals of the 

rings program is to demonstrate that riC and emff can be employed 

using a single, compact hardware set.

rings will be flown internally onboard the iss as a payload on the 

spheres formation flight facility. spheres was jointly developed by 

mit and afs as a platform to mature formation flight technologies in 

a representative micro-gravity environment while offering hands-on 

accessibility available within a laboratory. for more information on 

sppl ongoing projects, visit www.sppl.umd.edu.

Sedwick Leads Flight Experiment to International Space Station 

the rINGS flight hardware is pictured during final checkout at aFS with 
Professor raymond Sedwick (right) and Graduate researchers Dustin alinger 
(left) and allison Porter (center). each flight unit is mounted to a SPhereS 
vehicle that is located at the center of the assembly. the dual battery charger is 
shown in the foreground. a duplicate set of rINGS/SPhereS hardware is under-
going microgravity testing through NaSa’s reduced Gravity aircraft program.
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ryan robinson captured first place in 

the society of satellite professionals 

international (sspi) 2013 mid-atlantic 

regional Chapter student Competition 

for his work on employing pams in space 

systems. he was also the winner of the 

smart materials, adaptive structures 

and intelligent systems (smasis) Best 

student hardware Competition, which 

included a live demonstration of a 

robotic arm at the 2012 asme smasis 

Conference in atlanta, georgia. robinson is an l-3 graduate 

fellow, and his faculty advisor is department Chair norman 

wereley.  his research goal is to design pam-based manipulators 

for a battlefield casualty extraction robot.  

the umd smart structures lab researches robotic manipulation 

with pneumatic artificial muscles (pam), extremely lightweight 

actuators that provide high power-to-weight ratios, but are natu-

rally compliant. this combination enables robots that can perform 

heavy-lifting operations more safely around humans. 

ryan robinson

Department of Aerospace Engineering 
researchers are investigating innovative ways 
to make robots safe around humans using 
biologically-inspired muscle technology. They 
are using pneumatic artificial muscle (PAM) 
actuators to produce smooth, naturally com-
pliant motions that mimic human muscle 
movement. 

The university’s PAM Robotics team 
includes aerospace engineering students Ryan 
Robinson, Robert Vocke III, Thomas Pillsbury 
and faculty advisor, Department Chair 
Norman Wereley. Their robotic manipulators 
will push the limits of muscle output with 
new patented muscle technology, an innova-
tive mechanical design and specialized control 
strategies. The program is sponsored by the U.S. 
Army Telemedicine and Advanced Technology 
Reasearch Center (TATRC) through Phase 
I and II Small Business Innovation Research 
(SBIR) grants, which were awarded to UMD 
in collaboration with Techno-Sciences, Inc. The 
group’s research is intended to produce robotic 
manipulators strong enough to lift and carry a 
human while remaining as light, portable and 
efficient as possible. Such systems are envi-
sioned for casualty extraction on battlefields or 
patient lifting in hospitals.

A PAM-based arm that can lift hundreds of 
pounds smoothly, accurately and consistently 
had not been previously attempted. Several 
obstacles reported in literature had to be over-
come, including poor PAM durability, relatively 
low force output and the inherent nonlineari-

ties present in every aspect of the system:  
pneumatic valves, PAMs and arm linkages.

After several generations of design and 
experimental testing, PAMs designed by the 
team produced five to 10,000 pounds of ini-
tial force per pound of actuator weight while 
using pressures that are nearly 10 times lower 
than hydraulics. Experimental fatigue testing 
past 200 million cycles has demonstrated the 
durability and reliability of these muscles.

The team employed genetic algorithms to 
design muscle group and joint combinations 
that produced the highest possible torque over 
the entire range of motion. This optimization 
procedure was incredibly effective: The latest 
robotic arm can perform shoulder raises with 
225 pounds attached to its hand.

These manipulators have also demonstrated 
smooth, quick, accurate motion, even when 
moving multiple joints simultaneously. The 
best results were achieved using a combina-
tion of fuzzy logic and model-based control. 
The arms can perform many impressive feats, 
including drawing shapes.

Future work will focus on modeling and 
advanced algorithms to provide greater control 
and combine an arm with a visual system to 
demonstrate hand-eye coordination. The team 
is also working on miniature PAM actuators 
for a robotic hand.

Research Team Designs Bio-Inspired Robots 
with Soft Artificial Muscles

Robinson Wins Student Hardware Competition 

robinson demonstrates how the control system uses 
video imaging to enable the robotic manipulator 
to mimic the arm pose of the human operator. this 
approach can be used to remotely operate the robot 
while it is in a hazardous environment. 
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Singh wins wylie  
Dissertation Fellowship

ph.d. student 

harinder singh is 

a 2013-2014 recipi-

ent of the ann g. 

wylie dissertation 

fellowship, a one-

semester award to 

support outstanding 

doctoral students 

who are in the final 

stages of writing 

their dissertations. the fellowships include 

a $10,000 stipend, tuition remission and an 

$800 contribution to health insurance. 

singh’s research focuses on the theoretical 

and experimental analysis of an adaptive crash 

protection seat suspension for helicopters. he 

is working on a project supported by the u.s. 

naval air warfare Center at patuxent river, 

md. the goal of the research is to minimize the 

potential for injury, a key issue in designing heli-

copter seat suspension. hard or crash landings 

can cause intense helicopter ground impacts 

that transmit lumbar loads to the seated occu-

pants and can cause spinal and pelvic injuries. 

new designs must maintain a high level of  

protection for both male and female pilots in 

different crash- or hard-landing conditions.

singh, a native of mohali, punjab, india, 

began his studies at the Clark school in fall 

2008. he earned his m.s. in aerospace engi-

neering in 2011 and has continued to work 

closely with his advisor department Chair 

norman wereley. 

David mayo wins l-3 Fellowship 
ph.d. student david 

mayo has been 

selected to receive 

an l-3 graduate 

fellowship for the 

2012-2013 academic 

year.  david is work-

ing under professor 

inderjit Chopra to 

complete research 

on the aerodynam-

ics of bio-inspired flight. the goal of his 

research is to carry out systematic paramet-

ric studies to come up with an optimized 

geometry and kinematics for efficient hover 

and forward flight performance of flapping-

wing mavs. 

Knittel and Devries Join 2013 
Future Faculty Inductees
Jeremy knittel and levi devries were 

selected for the 2013 future faculty fellows 

program in the a. James Clark school of 

engineering. the program, which includes 

a travel stipend for faculty to present their 

research at professional conferences, is 

designed to:

• increase the number of highly qualified 

teachers the Clark school produces for 

the world’s engineering schools.

• prepare selected Clark school doctoral 

students to achieve career-long success 

in the academic world as teachers and 

researchers.

• facilitate placement of selected  

students in leading institutions where 

their impact can be greatest and 

where they can continue to partner 

with the Clark school.

knittel’s research focuses on hypersonics 

under the direction of professor mark lewis and 

professor kenneth yu. his research, funded by a 

nasa space technology research fellowship, 

is in the area of vehicle and trajectory design for 

aero-assisted spacecraft missions.

devries is currently in the fourth year of his 

ph.d. program and has worked with professor 

derek paley in the Clark school’s Collective 

dynamics and Control lab since beginning his 

studies at umd in 2009. his research interests 

are in collective dynamics, nonlinear control, 

nonlinear estimation and adaptive sampling.

Benjamin Berry awarded 
Sikorsky aircraft Fellowship 

Benjamin Berry,  

B.s. ’04, aerospace 

engineering, received 

a 2012-2013 sikorsky 

aircraft fellowship. 

Berry, who com-

pleted his m.s. in 

aerospace engineer-

ing at georgia tech 

in 2006, worked 

at groen Brothers 

aviation in salt lake City on the darpa 

heliplane program. he returned to the Clark 

school in 2008 to pursue his ph.d. and is cur-

rently conducting research related to slow-

rotor, high-advance ratio aeromechanics. 

Berry is a member of the record-setting team 

gamera, the american institute of aeronautics 

and astronautics, american helicopter society, 

the sampe and engineers without Borders.

Delahunt wins waI’s Delta air 
lines engineering Scholarship

sylvie delahunt, 

B.s. ’14, aerospace 

engineering is the 

women in aviation 

international (wai) 

2013 recipient of the 

$5,000 delta air 

lines engineering 

scholarship. the 

award includes a trip 

to the 24th annual 

international women in aviation Conference. 

delahunt was selected for the award based 

on excellent academic, cocurricular and  

personal achievements. 

Schlueter receives  
NDSeG Fellowship

aerospace 

engineering 

graduate student 

kristy schlueter has 

been awarded a 

prestigious national 

defense science 

and engineering 

graduate (ndseg) 

fellowship to sup-

port three years of 

master’s and doctoral research. m.s. student 

gino perotta received an honorable mention. 

the highly competitive fellowship provides full 

tuition, all mandatory fees, a monthly stipend 

and up to $1,000 a year in medical insurance. 

recipients can use the funding from the fel-

lowship to attend any u.s. institution that 

offers the supported disciplines.

after graduating in 2008 from the 

university of notre dame with a B.s. degree 

in aerospace engineering, schlueter worked 

for the Boeing Company as a structural 

engineer for two years. at Boeing, she 

redesigned the structural components of 

the Chinook helicopter for international 

and domestic governmental customers. 

she used both numerical simulations and 

experiments to investigate the effect of 

wall boundaries on the flow field of rotat-

ing wings in research with professor anya 

Jones. schlueter spent part of summer 2012 

performing flapping wing experiments in a 

water tunnel at the u.s. air force research 

laboratory at wright-patterson air force 

Base near dayton, ohio.

scholarships 
and awards

Benjamin Berry

harinder Singh

Continued on next page

Kristy Schlueter
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Jarred young awarded Sloan 
Foundation Scholarship

Jarred young,  

B.s. ’09, aero-

space engineer-

ing and a current 

master’s and ph.d 

student, has been 

awarded an alfred 

p. sloan foundation 

scholarship, which 

is managed by the 

national action 

Council for minority engineers (naCme) to sup-

port underrepresented early ph.d. students in 

engineering, natural science and mathematics. 

young is currently working with professor 

raymond sedwick in the space power and 

propulsion lab. his research interests include 

space propulsion systems, electrostatic thruster 

technology and plasma-material interactions. 

young is currently working on a research proj-

ect in the area of plasma-material interactions 

titled, “high energy plume impingement on 

spacecraft systems.” the research involves 

using a specially-designed miniature ion engine 

that will create an ion plume that could be 

found in a formation flight environment. a 

variety of specimens will be immersed in this 

plume to study the possible damage on typical 

spacecraft material and components, such as 

kapton or solar cell cover glass.

young also has worked on the lunar 

reconnaissance orbiter (lro) and soil moisture 

active passive (smap) projects as part of an 

internship with nasa goddard space flight 

Center. as a nasa intern, he also worked on 

research on pilot reactions to different weather 

conditions using a low-fidelity flight simulator 

and eye-tracking system.

the sloan foundation scholarship was 

established in 1995 and, has provided support 

to more than 900 minority ph.d. students. umd 

is one of 36 higher education institutions cur-

rently offering sloan-sponsored scholarships.

Devries receives  
link Foundation Fellowship

levi devries has 

been awarded a 

link foundation 

ocean engineering 

and instrumentation 

fellowship for the 

2013–2014 academic 

year. his research 

involves integrating 

bio-inspired sens-

ing modalities on 

unmanned underwater vehicles. his work is 

Jarred young

levi Devries
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Celebrating Honors  
and Awards Winners
the 2013 a. James Clark school of engineering honors and awards Ceremony 

recognized students from all majors for their academic accomplishments and 

contributions to the Clark school, the university and the campus community. 

the DePartmeNt oF aeroSPace eNGINeerING GeSSow achIevemeNt awarDS 

were presented to graduating seniors in the department who attained the highest overall 

grade point average: 

• laUra “lIz” mIleS (elaine gessow award)

• JohNathaN PINo (alfred gessow award)

the roBert m. rIvello ScholarShIP awarD and the JoSePh GUthrIe 

memorIal ScholarShIPS were presented to those juniors in the department who 

attained the highest overall academic average: 

• DaNIel SUllIvaN (rivello scholarship)

• eDwarD “teDDy” levINe (guthrie scholarship)

• SarveSh SethI (guthrie scholarship)

the amerIcaN INStItUte oF aeroNaUtIcS aND aStroNaUtIcS (aIaa) 

oUtStaNDING achIevemeNt awarD was presented to the student who made the 

most outstanding contribution through scholarship and service to the student branch 

and to the department: 

• mIchael hamIltoN

the SIGma Gamma taU (SGt) oUtStaNDING achIevemeNt awarDS are presented 

to those students who made the most outstanding contributions through scholarship 

and service to the student chapter and the department: 

• KeNNeth hart

• matthew marcUS

the a. JameS clarK School oF eNGINeerING INterNatIoNal StUDeNt 

awarD is presented to a student who through leadership or service has promoted the 

international engineering experience on behalf of the Clark school and has demonstrated 

significant involvement in international engineering initiatives: 

• SylvIe DelahUNt

From left: liz miles, Johnathan Pino, Daniel Sullivan, teddy levine, Sarvesh Sethi, michael hamilton, 
Kip hart, matthew marcus.  Not pictured: Sylvie Delahunt.
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The Department 
of Aerospace 
Engineering Debuts 
the AEROS Program
the aerospace engineering research opportunity scholars 

(aeros) program was developed to encourage the brightest stu-

dents to engage in more in-depth research and cultivate stronger 

ties with their research advisors. the aeros program provides 

funding support for motivated undergraduate students interested 

in spending the summer between their junior and senior years 

working closely with a department of aerospace engineering 

faculty member on scholarly research projects. for summer 2013, 

the department honored seven scholars, four of whom were finan-

cially supported by sponsors. all scholars, research advisors and 

sponsors were invited to participate in several events throughout 

the summer to help foster a support network as the scholars  

pursued their research projects. 

• colIN aDamSoN was named the alfred and elaine gessow 

scholar. he worked with inderjit Chopra evaluating the scal-

ability of motor-actuated trailing edge flap systems.

• Jeremy GarBer was named a sikorsky scholar. he 

worked with inderjit Chopra on the development of a verti-

cal axis micro wind turbine.

• aDam KNott was named an aero scholar. he worked 

with Christopher Cadou researching small gas turbine per-

formance characterization and scaling.

• eDwarD “teDDy” levINe was named a sikorsky scholar. 

he worked with Christopher Cadou on the development and 

application of an led-based focused schlieren system to 

supersonic shear layer growth rate measurements.

• mIchael maDDeN was named an aero scholar. he  

worked with anya Jones on a fluid dynamics/sediment 

transport project to examine how different types of sedi-

ment behave in the wake of a turbine.

• olIver ortIz was named an aero scholar. he worked 

with raymond sedwick on a pneumatic walking rover.

• rIcharD yoUNG was named the John d. anderson 

scholar. he worked with department Chair and minta martin 

professor norman wereley researching the fabrication of 

artificial muscles for robotics. 

the department would like to expand the aeros program and 

offer more funding opportunities for motivated and innovative 

undergraduate students to engage in research at the university. if 

you are interested in donating to the aeros program, please see 

the back page of the newsletter for details.

colin adamson

richard young

oliver ortiz

michael madden

teddy levine

Jeremy Garber

adam Knott
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based on the incredible sensing system of 

fish—called the lateral line—that allows them 

to sense local pressure gradients and flow 

velocity. recent developments in materi-

als science have produced sensors with the 

ability to emulate this sensing strategy. his 

research will assimilate these bio-inspired 

sensing modalities onto unmanned underwa-

ter vehicles to improve their guidance and 

navigation capabilities. specifically, devries 

will apply tools from nonlinear estimation and 

control to enable a vehicle to navigate the 

underwater environment while estimating the 

position and size of obstacles in its vicinity.

devries completed his undergraduate 

studies at Concordia College in minnesota 

in 2009, graduating with a double major in 

physics and mathematics. 

Undergraduate Students excel at 
aIaa yPSe conference
in november 2012, the aiaa region i young 

professionals Conference was held at the 

applied physics lab at Johns hopkins 

university. eight of the 17 graduate students 

who presented and nine of the 25 under-

graduates who presented were from umd. five 

awards were given in both the undergraduate 

and graduate areas, and umd students cap-

tured six of the ten awards. 

aerospace engineering students in the under-

graduate category took first and third place:

• FIrSt Place: coDy Karcher, design 

and manufacture of the Cockpit and 

transmission for a human-powered 

helicopter

• thIrD Place: JoSe moNDraGoN, the 

implementation of vortex generators for 

ground vehicles

in the graduate student category, awards 

were presented to:

• SecoND Place: JoNathaN GeertS, 

effects of mean and fluctuating pressure 

gradients on Boundary layer turbulence

• hoNoraBle meNtIoN: 

JUStIN BraNNaN, satellite servicing: 

modeling flexible satellite dynamics

• hoNoraBle meNtIoN: 

eleNa ShreStha, design and Control 

of a Cycloidal-rotor aircraft 

Undergrads Sweep 2013 aIaa 
region I Student conference
undergraduates swept the technical paper 

category at the aiaa region i student 

Conference held at the Clark school of 

engineering in early april. more than 55 

graduate and undergraduate students from 

Continued on next page
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umd and other institutions, including Cornell 

university, pennsylvania state university, old 

dominion university, rutgers university, daniel 

webster College and university of virginia, 

presented their research at the conference. 

more than 27 undergraduate and graduate 

aerospace engineering students presented 

their research to a panel of judges from 

industry who selected the top three papers 

in three categories: graduate, undergraduate, 

and team. the following umd students 

received top honors:

technical Paper – Graduate
FIrSt Place: GaNeSh raGhUNath

wireless magneto-elastic torque 

sensor system

technical Paper – undergraduate
FIrSt Place: Scott wINGate

graphene-silicon Composite lithium ion 

Batteries for micro air vehicles

SecoND Place: JoSePh tore mUllINS

design and development of a 

flying Cyclocopter

thIrD Place: JoSe moNDraGoN

drag reduction for ground vehicles upon 

vortex generators implementation

for a full list of winning entries, please 

visit the conference website at https://region-

1ma.aiaastudentconference.org/

Knittel and malhan win aerospace 
Graduate research awards

ria malhan, ph.d. ’13, and current m.s.  

student Jeremy knittel, m.s., are winners of 

the department’s 2013 graduate research 

Competition. 

malhan completed her B.e. in aeronautical 

engineering from punjab engineering College 

in Chandigarh, india, in 2007. she joined the 

university as a graduate student with adviser 

inderjit Chopra. after finishing her m.s. in 

2009, she continued as a doctoral student 

and worked on bio-inspired flapping wings. 

her research involved experiments and  

Cfd-Csd analysis to understand the aero-

dynamics of flapping wings that could be 

applied to micro air vehicles (mavs.) malhan 

received the kalpana Chawla award in 2012 

and the amelia earhart fellowship in 2010 

and 2011. she graduated in may 2013.

in her presentation, “investigation of 

aeroelasticity of flexible flapping wings for  

mav applications,” a coupled Cfd-Csd solver 

was used to simulate the aerodynamics of a 

flexible flapping wing mav. the Cfd solver is a 

compressible rans (reynolds averaged navier 

stokes) solver. a multibody dynamics solver, 

mBdyn, was used as the structural solver with 

nonlinear shell elements, making it possible 

to analyze low-aspect ratio wings with large 

deformations. the solvers were then coupled 

using python and validated against prior experi-

ments and analysis on flexible wings. malhan 

performed systematic experiments in house on 

rigid as well as flexible flapping wings to fill this 

void and generate required aerodynamic force 

data and structural properties for the flexible 

wings and validate the solver. the comprehen-

sive Cfd-Csd coupled analysis may serve as a 

design tool for deciding configurations and wing 

kinematics for next generation mavs.

Jeremy knittel received his undergraduate 

degree from the university of California, los 

angeles, majoring in aerospace engineering 

and minoring in political science. he worked at 

the nasa dryden flight research Center for 

two years following graduation, where he was 

responsible for simulation software develop-

ment and operation for four different projects: 

ikhana (a general atomics predator); f-16 

automatic Collision avoidance technology; 

Constellation astronaut training facility; and 

hypersonic test vehicle 2 (htv2). he then 

began postgraduate education at maryland, 

focusing on hypersonics under the direction 

of mark lewis and kenneth yu. his research, 

funded by a nasa space technology 

research fellowship, is in the area of vehicle 

and trajectory design for aero-assisted space-

craft missions. 

marcus, Sherman, Sloane 
awarded NSF Fellowships

matthew marcus Bs 

’13, stephen sherman, 

B.s. ’11, and Joshua 

sloane, B.s. ’13, have 

been awarded nsf 

graduate research 

fellowships. the nsf 

graduate research 

fellowship program 

(grfp) recognizes 

and supports out-

standing graduate 

students in nsf-

supported science, 

technology, engineer-

ing, and mathematics 

disciplines who are 

pursuing research-

based master’s and 

doctoral degrees at 

accredited united 

states institutions. 

fellows benefit from a three-year annual 

stipend of $30,000 along with a cost of edu-

cation allowance for tuition and fees in the 

amount of $10,500, opportunities for interna-

tional research and professional development 

and the freedom 

to conduct their 

own research at 

any accredited u.s. 

institution of gradu-

ate education they 

choose. 

matthew marcus, 

is a member of 

the aerospace 

engineering hon-

ors program. marcus is currently conducting 

research pertaining to wireless power transfer 

using superconducting resonantly coupled 

coils and plans to continue this research 

for his master’s thesis. in addition, marcus 

works part time at the nasa goddard space 

flight Center with the satellite servicing 

Capabilities office.

stephen sherman works under department 

Chair norman wereley at the university of 

maryland smart structures lab.  he has con-

ducted research on simulations of magneto-

rheological fluids, publishing two papers in 

ieee transaction on magnetics. he also has 

received a university of maryland minta martin 

fellowship to continue his research.

Joshua sloane is in aerospace engineering 

honors and university honors and is a 

gemstone student in the astronautics track. 

from 2010 to 2011, he was president of the 

society of inquiry, a student group that pro-

motes science and critical thinking to the 

university of maryland community. sloane 

works with professor raymond sedwick 

researching multi-grid inertial electrostatic 

confinement fusion on the space power and 

propulsion labs, where he will continue work-

ing during graduate school. 

Jeremy Knittel ria malhan

Stephen Sherman

matthew marcus

Joshua Sloane
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Innovation is about finding a way to improve lives. Often we look 
for external ways to be innovative, but one student found inspira-
tion from within. 

Jose Mondragon, B.S. ‘13, aerospace engineering, moved to the 
United States from El Salvador nine years ago. For nearly a decade, 
Mondragon worked diligently to learn the English language and pur-
sue higher education at a community college before joining the Clark 
School. “I followed my dream, 
and it is about to come true,” says 
Mondragon about his greatest 
accomplishments. “I am about to 
graduate with my B.S. in aerospace 
engineering. To achieve this goal, I 
had to learn to speak English and 
stay focused on my education. In 
the process, I developed a strong 
network of friends and mentors, 
and I gained a lot of experience 
in concept applications and real 
problem-solving in the lab.” 

Mondragon has not just improved his academic and English 
skills, he has mastered them as evidenced by his award-winning 
research presentations: third place victories at both the 2012 
AIAA Young Professionals Conference and the 2013 AIAA Region 
I Student Conference. As an undergraduate, he has worked dili-
gently under the mentorship of Professor Alison Flatau research-

ing drag reduction for ground vehicles upon vortex generator 
implementation. He plans to continue his research efforts as a 
graduate student with Professor James Hubbard in the Morpheus 
Laboratory on morphing wing unmanned air vehicles. 

He attributes much of his success to his support network. 
“Throughout my career, I have received support from my fam-
ily, friends, classmates and faculty advisors,” he explains. “They 

all believed in me and gave me 
advice. However, the person who 
has given me the greatest amount 
of support is my wife. I would 
not be standing here if not for 
her.” Mondragon hopes to repay 
members of his support system 
by making significant contribu-
tions to society through his work 
in engineering and helping other 
people succeed in the same way 
his support network assisted him.  

Mondragon offers the following 
advice for students: “Life equals risk. If you never fail, you have 
never lived. Life presents a series of challenges, and we should 
embrace these challenges and never be afraid of failure.” He looks 
forward to following his own advice as he takes on new chal-
lenges and pushes himself to excel academically, personally and 
professionally. 

Undergraduate Jose Mondragon  
Achieves Clark School Success

studentSPOTLIGHT

Jose mondragon will continue his education working in the clark School’s morpheus laboratory.
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“life equals risk. if you 
never fail, you have never 

lived. life presents a 
series of challenges, and 
we should embrace these 
challenges and never be 

afraid of failure.”
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michael Brazelton 

wanted to earn his 

graduate degree in 

aerospace engineer-

ing since receiving 

his B. s. in aeronau-

tical and astronauti-

cal engineering from 

northrop university 

in 1963.  in spring 

2012, at the age of 

70, his dream was realized when he earned 

an m.s. in aerospace engineering from the 

Clark school. the 49-year journey, from 1963 

to 2012, redefines the meaning of non-tradi-

tional student.

while at northrop university, Brazelton 

corresponded with X-15 test pilot scott 

Crossfield about how he could become a test 

pilot. Crossfield’s advice: get an advanced 

engineering degree. eager to fly, Brazelton 

decided to delay graduate school and join 

the u.s. air force (usaf). he completed 

undergraduate pilot training (upt) and was 

able to win one of the few assignments to 

operational training in the republic f-105 

thunderchief, a mach 2+ fighter-bomber. 

the year was 1965, and the vietnam war 

was just turning into an air strike. Brazelton, 

seeing an opportunity to gain flight experi-

ence, volunteered for duty in southeast asia. 

his plan was to return 

to the united states 

as an f-105 instruc-

tor pilot and build 

even more time in the 

air until he had the 

minimum 1,500 hours 

necessary to apply for 

test pilot school. after 

flying more than 100 

combat missions he 

was well on his way. 

“i could conceivably 

have been the youngest air force test pilot in 

history,” said Brazelton. “also, all of the astro-

nauts at that time had combat experience 

from world war ii and korea.”

things changed on august 7, 1966, when 

Brazelton’s plane was shot down, and he 

was captured by the north vietnamese. “the 

experience that i and my compatriots went 

through was, without a doubt, a filthy, frus-

trating, boring, monotonous, heart-breaking, 

uncomfortable and often painful existence.” 

Brazelton fought the boredom of solitary 

confinement by thinking about math prob-

lems, physics, financial formulas and similar 

brain teasers.  “it was frustrating to reach the 

limits of my math ability without a textbook 

to refer to,” recalls Brazelton. “i was occasion-

ally placed with another prisoner who had 

an engineering background, and we would 

compare notes and trade expertise.” during 

those years, Brazelton worked with gradu-

ates from purdue, massachusetts institute of 

technology, stanford and other renowned 

universities. together, they relearned basic 

calculus, astrophysics and trigonometry--all 

without paper or pencil.

when Brazelton was repatriated at the 

age of 31, he was one of the most decorated 

pilots of the vietnam war. unfortunately, he 

did not have his m.s. in engineering or the 

flying hours to qualify for test pilot school. 

he continued his career as a fighter pilot and 

received flying assignments to several very 

elite fighter squadrons, including the original 

usaf “aggressor,” whose mission was to 

emulate soviet fighter tactics and doctrine. 

Brazelton became a world class expert on 

aerial combat (dogfighting), was a fighter 

instructor pilot in the northrop f-5 freedom 

fighter and taught classes in the f-5 fighter 

weapons school, 

including energy 

maneuverability and 

fighter maneuver-

ability comparison. 

Between flying 

assignments and staff 

jobs, he attended 

several staff colleges, 

but no higher educa-

tion institutions had 

the science focus that 

he was seeking. after 

retiring from the air force in 1987, Brazelton 

was hired two years later, at the age of 47, 

by american airlines. over a 12-year career, 

Brazelton flew four different airliners: the 

727, the 757, the 767 and the md-11. he retired 

from american airlines as a captain in 2002. 

“when i retired for the second time, i was a 

widower with three young daughters. as a sin-

gle parent, my time was taken up with raising 

my girls. as the last daughter at home became 

more self-sufficient, i had more time to pursue 

interests i had put off for many years.”

Brazelton then decided to return to school 

for a graduate degree in aerospace engineer-

ing, citing his deep interest in astronautics. 

“i think i was reasonably well accepted by 

my classmates. most of them knew i was a 

serious student and normally received a’s in 

most of my classes,” says Brazelton. “i was not 

rejected because i was older than the other 

students and, in most cases, older than the 

professors as well. i particularly enjoyed the 

course projects and group work designing a 

space vehicle, rover or habitat of some sort.”

his hard work paid off. “he generally 

achieved the top grade in my graduate class-

es and invariably did a completely profession-

al and comprehensive job on term projects,” 

says professor dave akin. “he is insightful, 

inquisitive and is always looking beyond the 

immediate context and lecture examples to 

other applications.” 

Brazelton now is hoping to teach high 

school. “i am starting to look at teaching at 

the senior high school level, especially sci-

ence magnet schools,” he says. “i feel i could 

easily teach aeronautics, orbital mechanics, 

rocketry and astronomy at that level.”

Michael Brazelton:  
The Road from POW to Graduate Degree

graduate studentSPOTLIGHT

michael Brazelton flew more than 100 combat  
missions in vietnam.

michael Brazelton
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“i am starting to 
look at teaching 

at the senior 
high school level, 
especially science 
magnet schools.”
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Wereley Honored 
With SPIE Lifetime 
Achievement Award 

department 

of aerospace 

engineering Chair 

and minta martin 

professor norman 

wereley received 

the 2013 smart 

structures and 

materials lifetime 

achievement award 

from spie, the  

international society for optics and photonics.  

the award recognizes outstanding accom-

plishments in the careers of scientists and 

engineers in the field of smart structures  

and materials.

Yu Receives AIAA 
Sustained Service Award

professor ken yu has 

been honored by the 

american institute 

of aeronautics and 

astronautics (aiaa) 

with the aiaa 

sustained service 

award for sustained 

service and leader-

ship to the aiaa 

propellants and 

Combustion technical Committee, to many 

aiaa conferences and to aiaa publications as 

an author and associate editor of the (aiaa) 

Journal of Propulsion and Power. the award 

was presented at the 49th aiaa/asme/sae/

asee Joint propulsion Conference and exhibit 

in san Jose, California, in July. 

Mark Lewis Selected for 
AIAA Dryden Lectureship 
in Research

professor mark lewis 

has been selected 

as the recipient 

of the 2014 aiaa 

dryden distinguished 

lectureship in 

research. during his 

25 years as a univer-

sity faculty member 

lewis has conducted 

basic and applied 

research in, and taught many aspects of, hyper-

sonic aerodynamics, advanced propulsion, 

and space vehicle design and optimization. 

he is a world-renowned researcher in the field 

of hypersonic vehicles and hypersonic aero-

dynamics and is widely acknowledged as the 

research leader in hypersonic inlet flows. lewis, 

currently on leave from umd, is serving as 

director of the science and technology policy 

institute at the institute for defense analysis in 

washington, d. C.

the dryden lectureship in research, one of 

the premier “distinguished lectureship” research 

awards, emphasizes the importance of basic 

research to advancement in aeronautics and 

astronautics and is a salute to research scientists 

and engineers. lewis’s lecture is tentatively titled 

“taking the hype out of hypersonics: research 

Contributions to operational high-speed-

systems.” he will receive an engraved medal, 

certificate of citation and a rosette pin symboliz-

ing technical excellence following his lecture on 

monday, January 13, 2014, at 5:30 p.m. in con-

junction with the aiaa science and technology 

forum and exposition (scitech 2014) at the 

gaylord national hotel and Convention Center 

at national harbor, maryland.

Na, Choi and Hu 
Promoted to Associate 
Research Scientists 

three research scientists in the department 

have been promoted. suok-min na has served 

as assistant research scientist in the department 

of aerospace engineering for nine years. na 

received his B.s., and m.s. degrees in metallurgi-

cal engineering from sungkyunkwan university 

in korea, in 1993 and 1996, respectively. after 

earning his ph.d in 2003 from sungkyunkwan 

university, he continued his research at the 

nano device research Center at korea institute 

of science & technology (kist). in January 

2004, na joined the department. his ability and 

skill with smart materials and devices has played 

an important role in the investigation of novel 

transducer materials, including magnetostrictive 

iron-based alloys for adaptive and structural sys-

tems, such as a sonar transducer and a non-

contact torque sensor and flow sensor with the 

goal of making cost-effective new alloys. 

young-tai Choi has served in the depart-

ment as assistant research scientist for 14 years. 

he received his B.s., m.s. and ph.d. degrees in 

mechanical engineering from inha university in 

korea in 1992, 1994 and 1999, respectively. he 

joined the smart structures laboratory in the 

university’s alfred gessow rotorcraft Center in 

1999. he has conducted research on the design, 

testing and control of passive, semi-active and 

active systems and structures with key compo-

nents of smart materials, such as magnetorheo-

logical fluids and piezoelectric materials. 

wei hu holds a B.s. degree in aircraft design 

and m.s. degree in vibration, shock and noise  

from nanjing university of aeronautics and 

astronautics. he previously was in the civil 

aviation industry for four years and obtained 

an faa-issued airframe/powerplant (a&p) 

license. hu completed his ph.d. in aerospace 

engineering at the Clark school in 2005. his 

research interests are in dynamics and control 

of smart structures, with an emphasis on active 

damping control and mine blast protection. his 

current research includes development of adap-

tive crashworthy seat suspension systems and 

shock absorbers. he has served as an assistant 

research scientist in the department since 2008.

facultyNEWS

Norman wereley

Ken yu

mark lewis
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From left, Suok-min Na, young-tai choi and wei hu

staff news

Debora chandler retires
the department of aerospace engineering would like to con-

gratulate debora Chandler on her retirement from the department 

and the university of maryland. a staff member of the university 

community since 1991, debora began working at the department 

of aerospace engineering in 1999.  she served as the coordinator 

for payroll and business services, and her vision, commitment and 

enthusiasm made her a tremendous employee and asset to the department. her retire-

ment plans include spending time with her three children: danielle, rashard and gregory; 

and her grandchildren: rakira, antonio and gabrielle. the department of aerospace 

engineering team wishes to thank debora for her outstanding contributions to the depart-

ment and wish her a happy and healthy retirement.

Debora chandler
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Q what role did your faculty mentor play in your research?

a dr. wereley was an excellent advisor. he never attempted to micromanage my 

research, but he always made himself available for discussions whenever i needed 

guidance with my work. Between dr. wereley and the rest of the smart structures laboratory 

at umd, there was a wealth of experience with pam fabrication and testing that was extremely 

valuable for me as i embarked on the design and characterization of the miniature pams in my 

research.

 

Q Can you elaborate about the research process and why this 
research interested you?

a my research on small-scale pams consisted of fabrication, experimental characteriza-

tion and analysis. first, i developed a repeatable manufacturing process for construct-

ing miniature pams using only commercially available materials, allowing for the production of 

a low-cost miniature actuator that performed consistently well. next, i performed testing on 

these small-scale pams to demonstrate the quasi-static behavior of the pam when actuated 

using compressed air, which highlighted the nonlinear nature of the actuator. finally, i pro-

posed a series of model refinements to use with a previously derived force balance analysis to 

address the nonlinearities discovered during testing. with the inclusion of these refinements, 

the pam force model i proposed demonstrated excellent agreement with experimental results.

this research interested me because it allowed me to tackle a few different aspects of 

pam research—building, testing and modeling—rather than just focusing on one area alone. a 

lengthy part of my research, for example, was figuring out how to scale down existing pam 

technology to build reliable miniature pams using only commercially available materials. to 

achieve that goal, i worked with my hands and various machining tools to build an assortment 

of prototypes, and that kind of work was a lot of fun for me. when it came time for testing, i 

enjoyed the fact that i was testing a specimen that i had actually built rather than just char-

acterizing a product that someone else had made. finally, when i moved on to refining the 

analytical models used to predict pam behavior, the knowledge i had of the materials and pro-

cesses used to create the small-scale pams proved valuable in determining and addressing the 

shortcomings of existing modeling techniques. 

Q How did your work at Maryland prepare you for your 
current career?

a although i don’t currently do any work with pams, the techniques i learned for 

approaching and solving problems in my research have transitioned well into my cur-

rent career. for example, as a researcher, i got into the habit of being methodical in my work 

and taking notes on everything i did. as it turns out, continuing those habits at my current 

job has allowed me to come up to speed very quickly on my projects, and my methods have 

already contributed to the standardization and improved efficiency of key tasks.

as far as courses go, the knowledge i gained in helicopter classes at umd was extremely 

useful in my current work. a good understanding of helicopter aerodynamics and dynamics 

has been vital in my productivity and success in analyzing integrated mechanical diagnostics 

system (imds) data for military flight operations Quality assurance (mfoQa) on multiple  

u. s. navy helicopter platforms.

alumniSPOTLIGHT

erica hocking, 

m.s. ’12, won the 

master’s division 

of the student 

paper Competition 

at the 2013 aiaa 

international 

student Conference, 

representing aaia 

region 1. graduate 

students, who were 

winners of one of 

seven aiaa regional 

student conferences 

including europe, presented their award-

winning papers and presentations in January 

2013. hocking’s presentation was titled 

“fabrication and Characterization of small-

scale pneumatic artificial muscles (pam) 

for a Bio-inspired robotic hand.” the aiaa 

international student Conference was held 

concurrently with the 51st aiaa aerospace 

sciences meeting in grapevine, texas.

hocking, who discussed the honor fol-

lowing graduation, is currently working in 

the sea-Based aviation and aeromechanics 

branch at the naval surface warfare Center, 

Carderock division. “i utilize data recorded 

from a variety of navy helicopters to detect, 

classify and analyze events that occur dur-

ing flight,” she explains. “the results of my 

analyses can be leveraged for safety, main-

tenance and operational considerations, as 

well as used as a debriefing/instructional 

tool for pilots.”

erica hocking

Hocking’s Research Experience 
Leads to Career Success
Graduate Student wins master’s Division at aIaa International Student conference  
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aero alumni make Aviation 
Week’s “40 Under Forty” list 

two aerospace alumni are included in the 

2013 Aviation Week & Space Technology 

“40 under forty” list of “rising stars in the 

global aerospace and defense industry.” keith 

allen, B.s. ’07, 27, is a senior navigation and 

controls engineer for rockwell Collins. a 

redundancy expert, he is cited for inventions 

and innovations for uav and other systems. 

kevin schoonover, B.s. ‘06, 28, is director of 

strategy and business development for mis-

sile defense at alliant techsystems, where he 

is responsible for the dramatic growth of that 

business line. he also volunteers for several 

organizations, including the Clark school’s 

alumni Chapter Board.

Shane Jacobs assists with 
24-mile Jump from Space

aero alumnus shane 

Jacobs, ph.d. ‘09, 

helped design the 

space suit used by 

felix Baumgartner, 

who jumped from 

24 miles above the 

earth in a record-

breaking sky dive 

that broke the speed 

of sound. the suit, 

made by the david Clark Company, pro-

tected Baumgartner from the dangers of high 

altitude and provided him with the oxygen 

needed. Jacobs is soft-goods design direc-

tor at david Clark. to view a news interview 

with Jacobs, visit www.cbc.ca/player/news/

id/22290649598/

ashish Bagai Inducted into clark 
School Innovation hall of Fame

the innovator 

behind the rotor 

blade technology 

used on the fast-

est helicopter ever 

produced was the 

2012 inductee into 

the Clark school’s 

innovation hall of 

fame. ashish Bagai, 

ph.d. ‘95, is an aero-

dynamicist and was principal engineer at 

sikorsky aircraft Corp. in 2010 when a team 

of sikorsky engineers built the sikorsky X2 

technology demonstratortm (X2). the heli-

copter can fly 100 miles per hour faster than 

current production models, with increased 

maneuverability, endurance and high-altitude 

performance. Bagai was responsible for the 

aerodynamic design of the aircraft’s main 

rotor blades, a key element in its success. 

the Clark school’s innovation hall of fame 

recognizes innovation at the concept, design 

or working level of engineering and its ben-

efits to society. Clark school alumni, students, 

and faculty, as well as other individuals with 

a strong connection to the Clark school, are 

eligible for selection. 

vanhoy honored as Second 
civilian Director of USaF test 
Pilot School
the society of flight test engineers honored 

united states air force test pilot school 

technical director david l. vanhoy, m.s. ’88 

with the 2012 kelly Johnson award for excel-

lence and outstanding achievement in flight 

test engineering. the annual award recog-

nizes individuals for their substantial contri-

butions to flight test and to society. 

vanhoy played a critical role in developing 

the nf-16d variable stability in-flight simulator 

test aircraft (vista) and was selected as the 

X-35 flight test team lead for the air force 

flight test Center. he then became the flight 

chief of the 773rd flight test squadron at 

edwards airforce Base, only the second civilian 

technical director of the school.

Gandhi Named redfern Professor 
of engineering at rensselaer

farhan gandhi,  

m.s. ’92, ph.d. ’95, 

recently joined the 

faculty of rensselaer 

polytechnic institute 

as the rosalind and 

John J. redfern 

Jr. ’33 professor 

of engineering 

and a tenured full 

professor in its 

department of mechanical, aerospace and 

nuclear engineering. during his studies at the 

Clark school, he worked at the alfred gessow 

rotorcraft Center under the advisement of 

professor inderjit Chopra.

NaSa astronaut Jeanette epps 
Shares Key Skills acquired at UmD

nasa astronaut 

and department 

of aerospace 

engineering 

distinguished 

alumna Jeanette 

epps, m.s. ’94,  

ph.d. ’00, returned 

to the Clark school 

in fall 2012 to 

describe her journey 

“from a terrapin to the astronaut Corps.” 

her presentation to aerospace faculty, staff 

and students cataloged her transition from a 

doctoral student in aerospace engineering to 

her current role as a nasa astronaut.

edward Smith receives Penn 
State President’s award for 
engagement with Students

edward smith, m.s. 

’90, ph.d. ’92, and 

professor of aero-

space engineering 

in the College of 

engineering at the 

pennsylvania state 

university, has 

received the 2013 

president’s award 

for engagement 

with students. the award recognizes faculty 

members who go beyond their responsibili-

ties to engage and encourage students in 

learning. recipients have made themselves 

available to interact with students outside 

class, link students to opportunities, and 

help them build confidence as learners and 

potential contributors to society.

alumniNEWS

Keith allen Kevin Schoonover

Shane Jacobs

Farhan Gandhiashish Bagai

Jeanette epps

edward Smith
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NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is 
making progress in strengthening its rela-
tionship with the Department of Aerospace 
Engineering. JPL recognizes that UMD 
offers one of the top aerospace engineering 
programs in the world, and the outstanding 
engineers and research emanating from the 
Clark School are of great interest to JPL.

In February 2013, JPL welcomed 
Department Chair Norman Wereley, Professor 
Dave Akin, and Professor Raymond Sedwick 
for a special visit to its aesthetic campus in 
Pasadena, California. The Clark School team 
toured several key JPL facilities, including 
the All-Terrain Hex-Limbed Extra-Terrestrial 
Explorer (ATHLETE) Human-Robot Systems 
Lab, the Mars Science Lab (MSL) Rover 
Testbed, the Mars Yard and the Electric 
Propulsion Lab. At each stop, the professors 
met with top JPL research engineers who were 
eager to demonstrate their work and discuss 
collaboration possibilities.

Wereley and Akin gave a well-attended pre-

sentation that detailed various elements of the 
Clark School’s aerospace engineering research 
and its impressive facilities. Many JPL employ-
ees in attendance were Akin’s former students, 
who took advantage of the opportunity to 
catch up with him after the presentation. 

JPL has long been recognized as the 
world leader in robotic space exploration—
from the very first U.S. satellite, Explorer I 
in 1958 to the recent Curiosity landing on 
Mars. As JPL moves forward and contin-
ues to push the boundaries of exploration, 
it recognizes the need for bright, young 
minds that come from the Clark School’s 
Department of Aerospace Engineering. 
JPL recently hired several Terps for both 
full-time and summer internships, and this 
trend is sure to continue. With Maryland 
entering the Big 10 Conference, the UMD 
football team may not be the only group 
of students with a chance to make it to 
Pasadena. Aerospace engineering students 
may not be far behind. 

NASA Connections From Coast to Coast

partnErships

top photo from left: Profs. raymond Sedwick, 
Norman wereley and Dave akin in front of JPl’s 
athlete, a six-legged, wheeled mobile platform 
for surface exploration. Bottom: Daniel limonadi, 
Phase lead for NaSa’s mars Science laboratory 
Surface Sampling and Science, describes the rover’s 
instrumentation to visiting UmD faculty.
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partnErships

The University of Maryland Morpheus 
Laboratory has announced the establishment 
of the Alexander Brown Center for Adaptive 
Aerospace Vehicle Technology at the National 
Institute of Aerospace (NIA) in Hampton, 
Virginia. The center is located in the new 
NIA Research and Innovation Laboratories 
building at 1100 Exploration Way across the 
street from NIA’s headquarters building. The 
14-laboratory, 60,000-square-foot building 
houses research and development facilities, 
including a wind tunnel, an unmanned 
aerial vehicles structures lab (Morpheus Lab) 
and a boron nitride nanotube development 
lab, among others. The new facility also 
hosts the Peninsula Technology Incubator 
(PTI), a subsidiary of NIA, which encour-
ages entrepreneurship.

The center and the Morpheus Lab’s 
research support have come from grants from 
the Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency’s Defense Sciences Office (DSO), 
Tactical Technology Office (TTO), Air Force 
Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR). 
National Science Foundation (NSF) and 
the Minta Martin Foundation. Recently, an 
AFOSR grant was renewed to continue the 
innovative work in the passive morphing 
of small unmanned air vehicles (SUAVs). 
Existing facilities include a two-by-six foot 
wind tunnel, and an anechoic chamber—all 
of which are available for manned air vehicles 
(MAVs) and small vertical take-off and land-
ing (VTOL) studies. “We have a significant 
number of flight-ready, small-scale (10-foot 
wing span or less) fixed, rotary and flapping-
wing research vehicles,” says center founder 
and Director James E. Hubbard, Jr. Other 
existing equipment includes a six-degree of 
freedom (DOF) load cell and test stand capa-
ble of evaluating the performance of small-
scale, flapping wing and rotary vehicles, and 
a full machine shop, including a numerically 
controlled milling machine for making small 
parts. The center recently enhanced its experi-
mental research capabilities with a Fortus 
3D printer capable of printing parts up to 

two feet in span. This high-resolution, rapid 
prototyping machine is used for fabricating 
small airfoils and other custom interface parts. 
A small-scale, low Reynolds number water 
tunnel with a three-axis force balance system 
is used to conduct systematic low Reynolds 
number aerodynamic tests.

The Morpheus Lab, located within the 
center, keeps a substantial inventory of smart 
and active materials to develop biomimetic 
devices that enable the realization of micro 
air vehicle (MAV) flight geometries inspired 
by nature. A virtual reality flight simulator is 
used to train students in the use and flight 

of its fleet of radio frequency (RF)-controlled 
aircraft. A local RF-aircraft airport in Newport 
News is available for non-research practice 
flights and keeps students well-grounded in 
the realities of flight-based research. Finally, 
several multi-processor, high-speed computers 
support modeling and simulation research.

Hubbard, who pledged $25,000 to cre-
ate the Alex Brown Memorial Graduate 
Scholarships, reports that the pledge has 
been fulfilled with the support of the Brown 
family and friends. He hopes to award the 
first graduate scholarship in 2013-2014.

umd morpheus lab establishes the alexander Brown 
Center for adaptive aerospace vehicle technology at  
the national institute of aerospace

morpheus lab graduate student researcher cornelia altenbuchner
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